Physics 101 Final
Prof. Bob Ekey

Final Review – Part I
Chapters 1-7
This is not all inclusive - hits salient points.
Based on Test#1 and #2 review

PHY101: Final All inclusive: Chapters 1-15, 18, 19
Test day/time:
10:00 AM

Monday (12/12)

Total Time: 3 Hours
1 PM – 4 PM

36 Multiple Choice (3 Pts each) – 108 points (Prior to F16 = no thermo)
6 Short Answer (a) – (d), you complete 4 (12 pts each) – 48 points
F20 = Test 4 (not cummlative)
Questions come from:
(a) Test problems you missed
(b) Recent material (Chapters 12, 15 + Thermo)
(c) Questions I wanted to ask on previous exams, but didn’t
Review Sessions:
Thursday (12/1)
Chap 1-7
Bracy 04 : 9:15 – 10:45 PM
Thursday (12/8)
Chap 12, 15, thermo
Bracy 04 : 9:15 – 10:45 PM
Office hours during finals week, as posted on website or by appointment.
If these change due to meetings/appointments, I will let you know.
After the exams, please email me if you wish to meet or have questions.

Chapter 1: Concepts of Motion

Motion Types
Motion – “the change of an object’s position with time.”
Trajectory – “path along which an object moves”

Translational Motion

Projectile Motion

Circular Motion

Rotational Motion

Focus on:
Translational Motion – Motion of an object along a trajectory
Particle Model – Object represented as a mass at a single point
“Rigid Body Motion” - Simplification

Our job: Keep track of the motion of the single point (particle)
Chapter 1: Find a set of concepts with which to describe motion
w.r.t.= with
respect to of motion - Kinematics Motion
Chapter 2: Mathematical
description
Position, r, x or y
Units: m (ft, km, miles…)

Location of an object w.r.t. a chosen coordinate system
You choose origin/where zero is/reference point


Position Vector, r or x
Units: m (ft, km, miles…)
Arrow from origin to point representing the object having…
Magnitude – how much is there (length, r)
Direction €
– which way it is pointing (angle, q)

How far?
Which way?

€
Motion Diagram
of a Basketball – Dots are evenly spaced in time

And/
OR


Specify position with coordinates (x,y) or with position vector r (r,q).
The subscript “4” represents the 4th point in sequence

€

Scalars: Have magnitude (number with units)
Vectors: Have magnitude & direction (relative to an origin)
Time, t
Units: s (min, hr, µs, ms)
SCALAR
You set when t=0
“in a sense time has a coordinate system”
Negative time can and will exist, but we tend to avoid it,
as time is always moving forward (becoming more positive)
Time interval, ∆t = tf - ti
∆ = Change in a quantity
Measures the elapsed time as an object moves
from an initial position, i, to a final position, f.
VECTOR

3D/2D


1D

Δr or Δx
Displacement
Units: m (ft, km, miles…)
“change in position” “straight line distance between 2 points,
including direction from one to another”
  
  
Δx = x f − xi in 1D
€ Δr =€rf − ri in 2D / 3D
only care about initial, i, and final, f, position
May also see “o” for original or 0,1,2,3… for multistep problems

Distance,
d – total path length traveled (may not be the same as Δr )
€

€
f

2D Addition/Subtraction


rf

in displacement vectors



Given ri and rf

Displacement vector drawn from his
starting position to his ending position

€

€

€

To find displacement
€


Find - ri and add it to rf
€

Then slide Δ r between i and f.
€



To find r€
f from ri and Δ r
 

rf = ri + Δr
€
Basically, draw a line from initial to final

€

€
€

€

i

Origin


- ri

f

€ r
f


ri


Δr

i


ri

Origin

€
f

€ 
rf
Origin


Δr

i


ri

€

Displacement vector is independent
of coordinate system
€

€

scalar

Average Speed (s)
Units: m/s, km/h, mph…
Rate at which distance is traveled.
or how far something moves in a certain amount of time.
Instantaneous speed–how fast at a particular instant - (speedometer)
distance traveled
d
d
average speed = s =
= =
time interval spent traveling Δt t f − t i
Note: distance does not have to be a straight line.
velocity ( v )
Units: m/s (SI)
VECTOR
€ Rate at which distance is traveled in a specific direction.
or how fast your moving and in what direction.
 
  
x f − xi

displacement Δr rf − ri
average velocity = vavg =
=
=
in 1D =
time interval Δt t f − t i
t f − ti
Avg. Speed
vs.
Avg. Velocity
depends on
path
initial and final position
€





In 1D with no changes in direction, savg = vavg
Can have zero average velocity but travel a distance

€
Motion Diagrams with Velocity Vectors


The velocity, v , points in _________ direction as the displacement,Δr.
The length of a velocity vector represents the average speed with which
the object moves between two points.
The velocity vector points in the direction of motion.
€
€

Our definition is for average velocity, vavg
Drop the subscript in using motion diagrams (avoids clutter/confusion)
Note: This is not the instantaneous velocity (speedometer + compass)

€

acceleration ( a ) VECTOR

Units: m/s2 (SI)

time rate of change of velocity
or what happens when you put on the brakes.



change in velocity Δv
average acceleration = aavg =
=
time interval
Δt

€

Don’t use the word deceleration (use negative acceleration)
Usually you/we/I drop the subscript “avg”

Acceleration Vectors and Motion Diagrams
To find the acceleration as the


velocity changes from vn to vn+1
Where n is an integer (0,1,2…).
Looking at some part of the motion.


€ €
Step 1. Draw velocity vector vn+1


Step 2. Draw −vn at the tip of vn+1

€

 € 
Step 3. Draw Δv = vn+1 − vn

a points in the same direction as Δv
€
€
Step 4. Goback to original diagram
Draw
at the middle point
€ the a vector

between vn and vn+1
€
Note: The acceleration vector goes beside the dot, not beside the velocity vectors,
€ the acceleration refers to the difference between the two velocities.
since

€

€

Signs of Position, Velocity, Acceleration in 1D
You should look at
TACTICS BOX
1.4 for the “y”
version of this.
For us, “up” is
positive.

Sign of position “x” tells us where an object is
Sign of velocity “vx” tells us which direction the object is moving
Sign of acceleration “ax” tells us which way the acceleration vector points NOT
whether the object is speeding up or slowing down.
If vx and ax have same sign, the object is ____________ in speed.
If vx and ax have opposite sign, the object is ____________ in speed.
If ax is zero, the object’s velocity is ____________.

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Units/

Units and why they matter.

Without a units life becomes more difficult.
- Directions, $, computers… etc.
SI Units (International System of Units) – Officially Accepted
SI base units (mks) – defined by standards
Base quantity

Name

length
mass
time
electric current
temperature
amount of substance
luminous intensity

meter
kilogram
second
ampere
kelvin
mole
candela

Symbol
[m]
[kg]
[s]
[A]
[K]
[mol]
[cd]

SI derived units – combinations of base units
Force – Newton [N] in base units [kg m/s2]
Pressure – Pascal [Pa] in base units [kg / (m s2)]

Other base unit systems: cgs (centimeters, grams, second)
fps (foot, pound, second)

Some found on inside cover of text

Metric prefixes used with SI units
Factor
1024
1021
1018
1015
1012
109
106
103
102
101

Name
yottazettaexapetateragigamegakilohectodeka-

Symbol
Y
Z
E
P
T
G
M
k
h
da

Example: 1 µm = 1 x 10-6 m = 1/1000000 m
or
1 meter = 1,000,000 µm = 106 µm

Converting between units : Conversion factors
Typically want useful and meaningful units
Convert units via conversion factors. Again, see inside covers.
Converted value is equivalent to original: just in different units.
Need to have equivalent units when solving problem:
1 m + 1 ft = something that you need to convert.
Converting Areas/Volumes – be sure to convert all dimensions

Significant Figures (Sig Figs)

Your answer must be within ±1
sig fig of what I think it should be

All measurements have associated uncertainty and/or error
Job of Sig Figs is to prevent this error from affecting your answer(s).
In calculations need to keep track of number of Sig Figs and have the
lowest number reflected in your answer.
The appropriate number of significant figures for the answer is
determined by the data provided.

Counting Sig Figs
No zeros, count the numbers.
Zeros at the beginning of the number are not significant.
Zeros within a number are significant
Zeros at the end of a number after decimal point are significant
Whole Numbers (for our purposes) zeros are significant
Add/Subtract – Keep same number of decimal places in the answer as
there are in the quantity with the least number of decimal places. Round
when necessary.
Multiply/Divide – Keep the same number of sig figs in the answer as in
the quantity with the least number of sig figs.

Chapter 2: Kinematics: one dimension
Uniform Motion – constant velocity, no acceleration
“Straight-line motion in which equal displacements occur
any successive equal-time intervals.”
Average velocity is the slope of a position vs. time graph.
vavg ≡

during

Δx
Δy
or
= slope of position vs. time graph
Δt
Δt

“An object’s motion is uniform if and only if its position vs. time graph is
a straight line” & “vx and vy are constant and unchanging”
4
Position [m]

€

0

2

4

6

8

Time [s]

-4

Describe these graphs.

Instantaneous velocity

Book uses “s” to denote straight-line motion in
the x, y or any other straight-line direction.

Velocity (Speed and direction)
at a particular instant in time
- speedometer plus a compass

Δs ds
=
Δt→0 Δt
dt

v = lim

“the instantaneous velocity at time, t, is the average velocity during a
time interval, ∆t, centered on t as ∆t approaches zero.”
“the instantaneous velocity at€time t is the slope of the line that is tangent
to the position vs. time graph.”

Straight-line motion with constant acceleration
“An object has uniformly accelerated motion if and only if its
acceleration as is constant and unchanging. The object’s velocity versustime graph is a straight line and as is the slope of that line. ”



 Δvs dvs
as =
=
=
Δt
dt

€

Slope of
velocity vs time

A: -x, -v (const) a=0
B: ∆x=0, v=0, a=0
C: +x, +v (inc), a+
D: -x, -v (const) a=0
Sketch v vs. t.
Sketch a vs. t.

Position [m]

A

Velocity [m/s]

Describe the motion

Use pencil as a slope calculator

Accel. [m/s2]

Slope of position vs. time:
instantaneous velocity
Slope of velocity vs. time:
instantaneous acceleration
For this test:
constant acceleration only
Horizontal lines on a vs t

tf

s f = si + ∫ vs dt
ti

or calc. area under v vs. t curve.

Position [m]

Position vs. time from velocity vs. time
Requires integration of vs(t)

€
€

You choose start position
or it’s given to you.
Describe the motion?

Velocity [m/s]

under vs
s f = si + Area
from ti to tf

C

B

D

2

4

6

Time [s]
8

2

4

6

Time [s]
8

2

4

6

8

A

Time [s]

B

2

4

6

Time [s]
8

2

4

6

Time [s]
8

4
0

-4

A: Velocity is constant and positive (no acceleration)
B: Velocity is postive and decreasing (negative acceleration)

Kinematic Equations (constant acceleration)
s f = si + vis Δt + 12 as (Δt)2 Derived from definitions of ∆s, v and a
See the book for the derivations
v fs = vis + as Δt

These are on the equation sheet.
v = v + 2as (Δs)
May need to use two
equations to get result
When doing these problems ask yourself.
What is asked?
What is given?
What can you assume?
Do I need to convert any units?
starting position, initial time
Watch for v=0 during motion
Which equation(s)?
Uniform motion has as=0
Is my answer reasonable?
2
fs

€
€
€

2
is

A pictorial representation can/will/may help.
Use x, y in your problem instead of the generic “s”.
Replace i and f with numbers when appropriate
You may want to do (b) before you (a) or find “v”.
Unless you like solving the quadratic equation
€
Gravity: Special type of acceleration: ay = −g = −9.8
Defining up as +y direction. Mass independent.
€
Remember “g” = magnitude of gravity = 9.8 m/s2

at 2 + bt + c = 0
−b ± b 2 − 4ac
t=
2a
m
s2

€

Chapter 3: Vectors and Coordinate Systems
2D Vectors: component form
Vector: has magnitude (length) and direction (q)
Ex. position, velocity, acceleration…




A = (A x , Ay ) = A x + Ay = A xiˆ + Ay ˆj

Magnitude/Angle


magnitude of... A = A

€

€
€

θ - direction of vector above x - axis
Ax , Ay

€
unit vectors : iˆ & ˆj
(point in direction of x/y axis)

y

€
€

ˆj

iˆ
€

€

vector components

x

Ay ˆj


Ax = Ax iˆ

Rectangular, x/y components


A = (A , θ )

q


Ay =

€

Ax = A €
cosθ
Ay = A sinθ
A2 = A2x + A2y

θ = tan −1( Ay Ax)
Works for vectors in
Quadrant I
with q on the +x-axis
Include minus signs on
components if vector
points down or left

 
A+ B

VectorAddition
w/components

What is A + B ?
Decompose these vectors:

Tip-to-tail
Good for visualization
Not for finding a #


A

€

 
A x + Bx
€
€
Add components
Ax = A ⋅ cosθ
€
C x = A x + Bx
Ax = 5.4 ⋅ cos(21.8º ) = 5.0

A = (5.4, 21.8º )
€5.0 + 4.0 = 9.0
Ay = A ⋅ sinθ
C = A +B
y

Ay = 5.4 ⋅ sin(21.8º ) = 2.0
€


B

€

y
€

€

 
A y + By


B = (5.0, 36.9º )

€ x

y

y

2.0 + 3.0 = 5.0

Bx = B⋅ cosθ
Back to magnitude/angle form
Bx = 5.0 ⋅ cos(36.9º ) = 4.0
€
C = C2x + C2y = 11
By = B⋅ sinθ

Cy
Cx
29º above + x − axis

θ = tan −1

By = 5.0 ⋅ sin(36.9º ) = 3.0
€

€

€

€ not in Quadrant I (be careful)
Vectors

In component form, check what axis is referenced for the angle
+y
Match the components with the vector
(Ax, Ay) = (-4.3 m, 2.5 m)
(Bx, By) = (-4.3 m, -2.5 m)
30º
30º

30º
30º

All vectors are 5.0 m
in magnitude

(Cx, Cy) = (4.3 m, 2.5 m)
+x

(Dx, Dy) = (4.3 m, -2.5 m)

For angles defined w.r.t. x-axis,
use these for magnitude,
but you choose sign (direction).
In general use diagram +
SOH, CAH, TOA to
determine relationships
Make sure you state what
axis you are referencing in
words or a diagram.

€

Ax = Acosθ
Ay = Asinθ
A2 = A2x + A2y

θ = tan−1 (Ay Ax )

Subtracting Vectors

Add components

It’s just like adding



A + -B

( )


A

 
A-B


A = (5.4, 21.8º )


B
-B

€

€

-

-

y

€

€

 €
B = (5.0, 36.9º )

Vector on previous page, which are
€ the negative of the other?
(Ax, Ay) = (-4.3 m, 2.5 m)
(Bx, By) = (-4.3 m, -2.5 m)
(Cx, Cy) = (4.3 m, 2.5 m)
(Dx, Dy) = (4.3 m, -2.5 m)

x

€

Vectors and Scalars

Why can’t you add a vector to a scalar?

Can multiply a vector by a scalar.
The result points in the same direction
as the original, but has a different magnitude


  
Let A = 5ˆi + 2ˆj, B = -3ˆi - 5ˆj and F = A - 4B
Write F in component form..
€

€


What are the magnitude and direction of F ?

Tilted axis and arbitrary directions
The choice coordinate system is up to you.
€
Usually choose one that is convenient
You may also find that
cosine doesn’t always go
with “x”, and sine doesn’t
always go with “y”

Chapter 4: Kinematics in 2D.


Δv
aavg =
Δt

Acceleration in 2D
Can either change direction
or magnitude of velocity.

Perpendicular component changes direction
Parallel component changes magnitude of velocity
Determine the acceleration
at different instances
€
and discuss what is happening to the velocity.
Projectile motion
Acceleration always downward

Circular motion –
constant speed
Acceleration towards
the center of motion

Kinematics in 2D (constant acceleration)
Same equations as 1D, but you have deal with components (a,v,r)
Calculate values for each component, then back to mag/angle.

Projectile Motion.
For the y-direction
(gravity only affects vertical motion)

For the x-direction

(vertical)

(projectile coasts horizontally)

y

m ay = −g = −9.8

m
s2

accel. due to gravity
x (horizontal) a x = 0

€
Horizontal
and vertical motion independent of each other.
Time of flight (flight time) does not depend on vx
At the top of the motion vy= 0
€ (vx) is constant (ax= 0)
Horizontal velocity
Rise and fall time equal start/end same altitude ttot = trise + tfall = 2⋅ trise
Magnitude of velocity the same start/end same altitude, but different direction.
To determine the range (horizontal distance), need vx and ttot
Use y-components to find flight time€
– May want to find vy first, then time.

+y

Chapter 4: Kinematics in 2D

90º or

Rectangular into polar coordinates

x = r cosθ
y = r sinθ

€

s

r

180º or π €

Units of angle (degrees vs. radians)
€
360º or 2π radians in one revolution
1 rad = 57.3º
1 rev = 2π rad

π
2

q

270º or

0º or 0
+x
360º or 2π

€
3π
2

When doing rotation calculations, must use radians.
€

Angular Displacement (∆q) Angle turned through Units: rad
Δθ = θ − θ o only care about final and initial location
Arc Length, s – Distance traveled along the circle at radius, r.
s = rΔθ = rθ (typically θ o = 0) angle must be in radians

€
Angular Speed (w)
Units: rad/sec
Average Angular Speed
Instantaneous Angular Speed
Δθ
Δθ dθ
ω avg =
ω = lim
=
Δt→0 Δt
Δt
dt
Tangential (linear) and angular speeds.
“A particle moving in a circle has an instantaneous velocity tangential to
its€circular path.”
€
direction of
Tangential speed, v, related to w
rotation
ds
dθ
v
vt =
=r
r
dt
dt
Direction of w?
vt = rω
Period, T - Time for one revolution.
Units: seconds
Frequency, f – revolutions per unit time.
Units: Hertz (Hz)= 1/sec
€
T = 1 f Period is inversely related to frequency
Tangential speed for uniform circular motion:
2πr
v
=
(distance traveled in 1 revolution per period)
T
2π

Angular
speed in terms of period and frequency ω = 2πf =
€
T
€

Vector

Angular Velocity: Right Hand Rule
Direction of the angular velocity vector?
Depends on rotation, and you.
Right Hand Rule (RHR)
“When the fingers of the right hand are
curled in the direction of the rotation, the
extended thumb points in the direction of
the angular-velocity vector.”
Usually choose:
Counter clockwise as positive (a)
Clockwise as negative (b) or…
into or out of the page.
Your clockwise may be another’s
counter-clockwise, but your angular
velocity will point in same direction.

Angular Acceleration, a
Units: rad/s2
Average angular acceleration (time rate of change of angular velocity)
Analogous to avg. linear acceleration
Δω
α avg =
Δt Points in the same or opposite direction as angular velocity
Tangential acceleration, at Vector
With an angular acceleration, tangential speed changes magnitude.

€

at = rα magnitude of tangential acceleration
at constantly changes direction
Linear Kinematic Eq.
&
Angular Kinematic Eq.
for constant acceleration

s f = si + vis Δt + 12 as (Δt )2
v fs = vis + as (Δt)
v 2fs = vis2 + 2as Δs

€
€
€

€

θ f = θ i + ωi Δt + 12 α (Δt)2
ω f = ωi + α (Δt)
ω 2f = ωi2 + 2αΔθ

Note: You can do some kinematic problems in terms of
€ or the tangential values
the angular values

€

Centripetal (radial) acceleration, ac – “center-seeking” acceleration
Uniform circular motion – movement at constant speed in a circular path
Centripetal acceleration is perpendicular to the instantaneous velocity
& always towards the center of motion.
v 2 (rω )2
ac =
=
= rω 2
r
r
magnitude of centripetal acceleration
Tangential speed remains constant
Direction of velocity changes
No acceleration in tangential direction
If there were the magnitude of
the tangential speed would change.

Total Acceleration for circular motion
Centripetal (radial) and tangential
Causes changes
in direction & speed
a = ar2 + at2

Reference
Line

The acceleration vector of a particle in a non-uniform
motion does not point toward the center of the circle. It
points ahead (behind) of center for a particle speeding up
(slowing down).
€

Chap 5: Force and Motion Chap 6: Motion along a line
A force is a push or pull acting on an object. Specific action(s).
A force is a vector. It has a magnitude and direction.
A force requires an agent. Something does the pushing or pulling.
A force is either a contact force or a long-range force.
Touching
Gravity (and others)
“In the particle model, an object cannot exert a force on itself. A force on
an object will always have an agent (cause) external to the object.”
We’re ignoring internal forces for now.
Rope = agent

Spring = agent

Earth = agent

(magnitude & direction)
Force of rope on box
Pull

Force of spring on box
Push

Force of gravity on box
Pull – Long range

Units : Newton (kg m/s2)

Force – Vector

Forces can produce a change in motion.
- start/stop an object in motion
- change velocity of an object (acceleration)
- could have no effect on an object’s motion
Net force, Fnet = Superposition of forces.
Look at combined effect of all forces on an object.
Sum (resultant) of all forces on an object


    
Fnet = ∑ Fi = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 ...

Note we can decompose these into components



Fnet,x = ∑ Fi,x and

€



Fnet,y = ∑ Fi,y

Recall chapter 3, trig and soh, cah toa.
Equilibrium = Net force of Zero (x and y)
Static = No motion. Dynamic = Constant Velocity

€

Force Overview – I’ll take Potpourri for $200, Alex


Gravitational Force - Fg = mg
Due to gravitational attraction between a mass and the earth.
Always points down (negative y direction)
Agent: Earth (the entire planet)

€



Long-range Force

Spring Force - Fsp
Push force when it is compressed from equilibrium.
Pull force when it is stretched from equilibrium.
Agent: Spring (metal/plastic coil or band) Contact Force

€



Tension Force - T or FT

Box


T

“tension in the string” – magnitude of tension force
Direction of tension force is in the direction of the string/rope/wire.
Agent: String, rope, wire pulling on object. Contact force
€
€
Tension in a negligible mass string is same throughout. (equally
stretched)
Tension points in opposite directions on either end of the string.
F T
T
F

Drag Force -



D or FD

Force experienced by objects moving through a fluid – gas or liquid.
Resistive force – opposes or resists motion
Agent: Fluid pushing on object.
€
Falling Leaf
Contact force

FG
Neglect Air Resistance unless a problem explicitly asks to include it.

€





Normal Force - n or FN
Force exerted by surface against an object pressing against its surface.
Always perpendicular (a.k.a. normal) to the surface.
Agent: Surface that acts on the object. Contact force

€

Consider a cart resting on a horizontal surface. It experiences,
Normal (support) force

n
from the table


  
Fnet = ∑ Fi = n + FG = 0

€


FG

Force of Gravity

The sum of all forces (the net force)
€ on the cart is zero
The normal (support) force must balance the cart’s weight
€ The normal (support) force is what your scale reads
& provides the feeling of “weight”
Note: The normal force does not always equal “mg”.



f
or
F
Friction
F

“ever-present resistance to motion that occurs whenever two objects/materials/media are
in contact with each other.”

Force acting tangent to the surface
Agent: Surface acts on the object. Contact force
€
Static - prevents relative motion between two objects
Sliding/Kinetic – resistance while in motion
Rolling – characterizes how wheels/balls grip surface (no slip)

Magnitude of Frictional force depends on…
See Table 6.1
interaction between surfaces – coefficient of friction, µ
normal/support pushing the objects together - n
Force of static friction (max)

fs

max

Force of kinetic friction

fk = µ k n

= µs n

“slipping condition”
In general µk is less than the µs which means
fs can be less than the max, if the object Fstatic ≥ Fkinetic Easier to keep something moving
remains stationary for a given push.

€ Ex: If you push a box with 50N, then

100N and it still doesn’t move, the net
force is still zero for the system

€Force of Rolling Friction
fr = µ r n

€

Direction of Frictional force? - Depends on the situation.
Typical answer: Frictional force always opposes motion
Counter example: Walking. How do we move? (Ans: Friction)
- There is friction between your foot and the ground
- No friction you slip and fall down (ice, anyone?)
- You push backward on the ground
- Friction from the ground pushes you forward

Ffriction exerted on
ground by foot

Ffriction exerted on
foot by ground

Opposing motion example: Sliding a box across the floor.
- Starts with an initial positive velocity
- Eventually comes to a stop (negative acceleration)
- Net Negative force, due to the force of kinetic friction

How to approach net force problems
Read problem – Identify the object(s) of interest and forces in system
Draw picture/sketch of what is going on (object, ropes, surfaces)
Draw free-body diagrams using all the forces (contact & long-range)
acting on object at a common point, then identify the net force.
Choose direction of axis (tilted for ramp problems)
Decompose vectors into components (magnitude and direction)
Find net force in x and y direction.
for a coupled system (multiple things that could possibly move)
either look at system as a whole
or each individual objects in motion.
Looking for an equation(s) containing the thing you’re looking for.
may have to add or subtract equations from each other.
Plug in numbers at last step or next to last step.

Newton’s 1st Law – law of inertia
“An object that is at rest will remain at rest, or an object that is moving
will continue to move in a straight line with constant velocity, if and only
if the net force acting on the object is zero.”
“an object that is not subject to any outside forces moves at a constant
velocity.”
“in the absence of unbalanced applied force (Fnet=0), a body at rest
remains at rest, and a body already in motion remains in motion with a
constant velocity (constant speed and direction)”
Recall horizontal and vertical components in projectile motion
Inertia – natural tendency of an object to maintain
its initial state of motion.
Quantified by mass – a measure of an object’s inertia
and/or amount of matter an object contains
Is it easier to stop a bus or a compact car traveling at the same speed?

Newton’s 2nd Law: Force = mass x acceleration
“An object’s acceleration is equal to the force exerted on it divided by its
mass. That acceleration is in the same direction
as the force.”

 F
acceleration = force/mass
a = net
m


Force = mass x acceleration Fnet = ma
“The acceleration of an object is directly proportional to the net force
acting on it and inversely proportional to its mass. The direction of the
acceleration is in the direction
€ of the applied net force.”
Object only reacts to the forces acting it feels that instant
Units of Force - do they make sense?
Net force of zero – what’s the acceleration?
For the same mass, if you double force you _______ acceleration.
For the same force, if you double mass you _______ acceleration.

Force due to gravity… the weight of it all (again)
Gravitational attraction: Force of attraction between two masses.
Gm1m2
G = 6.67 x 10-11 Nm2 / kg2
See chapter 13
F1 on 2 = F2 on 1 =
2
gravitational
constant
r
Free fall - only force acting on the masses is the force due to gravity.

€

FG = m ⋅ g (note this is the magnitude, you choose direction)
gravity is smrt - Double the mass, you double the force due to gravity.

Flat-earth: “g” the same for motion within ~10 km of surface of earth
€ Weight (w) is a measurement, the result of weighing an object.
If standing on a stationary scale, your measured weight is FG



Stationary
Fsp = mg
w = mg object only
Fnet = Fsp + FG = 0
Mass is not weight – but they are related by “g” On earth 1 kg is 2.2 lb.

€

€

€

Chapter 7: Newton’s III Law
Interacting Objects
Interaction – mutual influence of two objects on each other.
Action/Reaction Pair – Force from object A on object B is paired with
the force of object B on object A.

Fnail

€

on hammer


FHammer

on nail

€

You always have an action/reaction pair.
We’ve just worried about one of the objects so far… not anymore.
System: Objects motion that is to be analyzed - You choose size
Environment: Objects external to the system (gravity, strings… etc)
Requires multiple force-diagrams, and multiple net force equations

Newton’s third law: Action/Reaction
“For every action (force) there is an equal and opposite reaction (force).”
“Every force occurs as one member of an action/reaction pair of forces.”
- The two members of an action/reaction pair act on two different objects
- The two members of 
 an action reaction pair are equal in
FA on B = −FB on A Newton III Law Pairs
magnitude, but
opposite in direction:

Note: A and B do not have to have the same mass/acceleration.
€

Strings and Tension
F

T

T

F

Tension in a negligible mass string is the same throughout. (equally stretched)
Tension points in opposite directions on either end of the string.
Pulleys and strings
Pulleys and strings can change the direction of forces via the tension in
the string. Axis (+/-) direction follows the direction of motion.

Horizontal Ramp, again.

Consider a cart on a horizontal ramp and the following four forces:
1. On earth due to gravity from the cart
2. On the cart due to gravity from the earth
3. On the cart due to support from the table
4. On the table due to support from the cart
Normal Force: F3 or n

Weight: F2 or Fg

Third Law Pairs
Forces 1 and 2
Forces 3 and 4
(Equal and opposite)

F1

F4

Action-Reaction forces (NIII law pairs) do not act on the same object. 2nd
law concerned with forces acting on a particular object.
Forces 2 and 3 are the only force acting on the cart.
They are not a third law pair.
Are the normal force and gravitational force action/reaction pairs?

